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Sabres-Capitals Preview
Associated Press
January 26, 2013
After finally earning their first point, the Washington Capitals believe they might be on
the verge of ending the club's worst start in almost two decades.
In danger of opening 0-3 at home for the first time in 29 years, the Capitals continue the
search for their first victory while trying to hand the visiting Buffalo Sabres a third
consecutive defeat Sunday.
Though Washington (0-3-1) went winless in its first six games (0-3-1 with two ties) in
2000-01, it has not dropped five straight to open a season since going 0-6 in 1993-94.
However, the Capitals are optimistic their current slide won't reach that point after
showing some fight in Friday's 3-2 overtime loss at New Jersey.
Mike Ribeiro and Mike Green each scored third-period goals to help Washington rally
from a 2-0 deficit. Despite being outshot 8-1 in the extra session before Ilya Kovalchuk
netted the winner at 4:39, the Capitals feel they have plenty to build on.
"You have to take the positives,'' first-year Washington coach Adam Oates said. "The
first question was you haven't played for 60 minutes. We did (Friday). There were a lot
of growing pains, but the guys did their job. You obviously want the win but we did a lot
of good things.''
Though the Capitals are 1 for 12 on the power play over the last two games, they killed
five of six penalties Friday and played better overall defense after half of the 14 goals
they yielded in the first three contests came while a man down.
"I think we have a better idea after this game of how we can win,'' said Ribeiro, who has
had a hand in four of the Capitals' eight goals.
Superstar Alex Ovechkin, meanwhile, remains mired in the worst start to his stellar
career even after a move from right wing back to the left side. Ovechkin has recorded at
least 32 goals in his first seven seasons but has one assist through four games.
He has four goals and three assists in his last six games versus Buffalo, but was held
without a point when the Sabres snapped a five-game road skid against the Capitals with
a 5-1 victory March 27.
While Washington tries to avoid starting 0-3 at home for the first time since 1983-84,
Buffalo (2-2-0) hopes to get back on track by carrying over its series success after
winning three of four last season.
The Sabres allowed three goals in starting 2-0, but gave up nine while being swept in a
home-and-home with Carolina. One night after Jhonas Enroth was battered in a 6-3 loss
at Carolina, Ryan Miller could not hold a 1-0 third-period lead in Friday's 3-1 defeat.

"You want to win these games or at least get to overtime," said Miller, who is 2-1-0 with
a 1.67 goals-against average.
Miller snapped his own four-game road losing streak against the Capitals when he made
a season-high 44 saves in March.
Buffalo's Thomas Vanek scored Friday to continue his hot start and tied a team record
with nine points (three goals and six assists) in four games. However, Vanek was
whistled for a costly cross-checking penalty with 2:09 left that ultimately led to Jeff
Skinner's empty-net power-play goal.
"He's played awesome," Sabres coach Lindy Ruff said. "But you can't let your frustration
get the best of you. We need him out there, need him late."
Vanek has four goals and five assists in an eight-game point streak versus Washington..

Sabres seek balance, answers to questions
Line combinations among questions
By Mike Harrington
Buffalo News
January 27, 2013
The season is only four games old but the Buffalo Sabres’ woefully unbalanced offense is
prompting plenty of questions heading into today’s game against the Washington
Capitals in Verizon Center.
• When will this team get any secondary scoring? The Sabres are 2-2 and have scored 11
goals in the four games. Each member of the top line (Thomas Vanek, Cody Hodgson,
Jason Pominville) has three goals. That means the rest of the roster has combined for
just two, by Steve Ott and Tyler Myers in the opener against Philadelphia.
• Will Vanek even play today? He took a hard fall in the second period Friday night and
suffered an undisclosed muscle strain, believed to be in his back or rib cage.
“We talked this morning and he’s doing OK,” coach Lindy Ruff said after practice
Saturday in the Northtown Center at Amherst. “We’ll wait and see but I really anticipate
he plays.”
• Wither Mikhail Grigorenko? The 18-year-old rookie played just two shifts in the final
40 minutes of Friday’s 3-1 loss to Carolina. Today would be the final game he could play
under his five-game junior tryout but Ruff said after practice Saturday that Grigorenko
might sit out so the Sabres could buy some more practice time for him and not hit the
five-game maximum.
• What will the lines look like? As promised after Friday’s loss, Ruff shook things up
Saturday. With Vanek out, Marcus Foligno joined Hodgson and Pominville. Grigorenko
was on the second line, centering Steve Ott and Drew Stafford. Tyler Ennis was dropped
to the third line between Jochen Hecht and Patrick Kaleta while Matt Ellis centered
John Scott and Nathan Gerbe on the fourth combination.
The Grigorenko question is a daily one in Sabreland. Ruff gave it a new twist Saturday
by admitting he probably erred by playing the rookie on the fourth line with John Scott
and Nathan Gerbe in Friday’s game. The coach said he was trying to get a better
matchup against Carolina center Eric Staal and it left Grigorenko on the outside looking
in.
“It’s like burning a game,” Ruff said forlornly. “For the most part, having the Hecht line
against Staal was working pretty good for us. Ninety percent of the time, we wanted a
tougher guy on faceoffs against him. Then I got to a point where [Grigorenko] hadn’t
played for so long, I didn’t think it was fair to throw him in a tough situation. Your legs
aren’t going and I burned up a game really is what I did.”

Ruff said he didn’t want to make the same mistake today and that’s why scratching
Grigorenko might be a choice.
“I like where this kid is going,” Ruff said. “I like where his game has been. Even his early
shifts [Friday] I thought were good shifts. They had the makings of doing something
good. That part and where the game plan ended up was tough on him.”
“He’s 18 years old and people tend to forget how young he is and every day is
experience,” said Ott. “Obviously the rest of it is up to management. ... You see flashes of
great stuff. When I look at myself when I was young, sometimes you’re going to play less
minutes, sometimes you’re going to play a little bit more and get thrown opportunities
to succeed. Then you’re going to be backed off a little more. That’s part of becoming a
professional hockey player. He’s handling it really well for 18 years old.”
Ruff pushed his team hard during Saturday’s practice, screaming at one point to his
forwards, “Every puck is going to go deep. No more of this pond hockey [bleep],” and
later adding, “no more pond. It’s real hockey now. Real hockey.”
What were his beefs? Get pucks deep. Be sharper to cut down on offsides. Reduce
turnovers that create quick counter opportunities for the opposition.
“More north-south. We have to get rid of the pond hockey,” Stafford said. “More northsouth and using the speed. ... Hitting the [blue] line with more speed, getting it in and
going to get it ourselves instead trying to slow it up, make moves at the blue line that are
just going to cause turnovers.
“The last two games, it hasn’t been real good hockey,” Ruff said, citing the 6-3 and 3-1
losses to the Hurricanes. “Let’s not kid ourselves. Turnovers, and turnovers by a lot of
our key personnel. The short-handed goal [Thursday] was a careless turnover. We had a
3-on-0 against us with a couple big saves. You can’t play like that. You have to take care
of the puck.”
Ruff said Friday he didn’t want to break up the Foligno-Ennis-Stafford line, which
ended last season as one of the best in the NHL. But the complete lack of production —
no goals for any of them — forced his hand.
“It’s just tough right now,” Foligno said. “Obviously we’re disappointed we’re not having
the best start. But we believe in each other, believe we can get it done. We just have to
keep working hard and the bounces will come.”
“We want our players to make plays,” Ruff said. “You’ve got space to make a play, make
it. If the opposition is doing a good job, you go to Plan B — and that’s put them under
duress.”

Sabres notebook: Jeanneret returning to booth
By Mike Harrington
Buffalo News
January 27, 2013
Hall of Fame broadcaster Rick Jeanneret made the trip to Washington with the Buffalo
Sabres on Saturday and will return to his custormary spot in the broadcast booth for this
afternoon’s game against the Washington Capitals in the Verizon Center.
Jeanneret missed the first four games of the season due to an undisclosed illness. He
was honored in November by the Hockey Hall of Fame with the Foster Hewitt Memorial
Award for broadcast excellence and was expected to do the Sabres’ entire schedule this
season when it was still an 82-game slate. Jeanneret, who started working for the team
in 1971, worked about 65 games last season, taking some trips off to cut down on his
travel schedule.
After the lockout ended, Jeanneret’s deal was expected to consist of the entire 48-game
schedule of the shortened season. But the Sabres announced two hours before last
Sunday’s season opener against Philadelphia that Jeanneret was ill and unavailable to
work. Paul Hamilton called that game and Kevin Sylvester worked in Jeanneret’s place
for the last three.
Jeanneret will join Rob Ray on the call for MSG and WGR Radio. In home games this
year, Jeanneret will work from his usual spot in the press box while Ray will work from
ice level between the benches. Ray will work some road games from the press box.
...
The talent-laden Washington Capitals have been one of the big disappointments of the
NHL’s first week of play. They enter today’s game against the Sabres at 0-3-1, their
worst start since dropping their first six games in 1993.
Through games Friday the Caps had the league’s worst goal differential (17-8). They got
their first point in Friday’s 3-2 overtime loss to New Jersey, rallying from a 2-0 deficit.
Winger Alex Ovechkin, who had 38 goals last season and has averaged 48.4 in his first
seven campaigns, has just one assist.
“I think he needs a couple goals to relax and let it happen,” new Caps coach Adam Oates
told reporters after practice Saturday in Arlington, Va.
The Caps are having major special teams problems. They’re just 3 for 20 on the power
play in the four games and have killed only 16 of 24 penalties, leaving them 22nd in PP
percentage in the NHL before Saturday’s games and 26th in penalty killing.
Goaltending has been a sore spot for the Caps. Michal Neuvirth played well Friday and
will start again today. He’s 0-1-1, 3.36, .877. Braden Holtby is 0-2, 5.04, .863.

...
Sabres coach Lindy Ruff had a brief chat Saturday morning with Thomas Vanek about
the unsportsmanlike conduct penalty Vanek drew in the first period Friday night against
Carolina. Vanek, was penalized for slashing — the league has placed new emphasis on
players not using their stick on an opponent’s hands — and was given an extra two
minutes for directing what appeared to be a profanity at an official.
Vanek takes a nightly beating in front of opponents’ nets and told his coach he thought
he’s taken many more shots worse than the one he gave out. Ruff grew frustrated last
season with a rash of penalties Vanek took, especially in the offensive zone, and said he
doesn’t want to see his star winger get disgruntled by officiating.
“I don’t think we can control that. That was a discussion Thomas and I had this
morning,” Ruff said. “We can’t control that part. He can only control what he’s
responsible for. If somebody else isn’t getting called, we can’t control that.
“We want to get away from that part. We dealt with that last year. We had a great
conversation this morning about the penalties. Let’s not worry about what the
opposition is getting or not getting. I told him, ‘You’re off to a fabulous start. Let’s make
sure that doesn’t creep into the game.’ ”

Struggling Sabres trying to ‘get rid of the pond hockey’ mentality
By Bill Hoppe
Olean Times Herald
January 27, 2013
AMHERST – In about 27 hours, the Buffalo Sabres morphed from a tight five-man unit
into a disjointed, ugly mess, performing brutally during consecutive losses to the oncehapless Carolina Hurricanes.
So much for all that optimism the Sabres’ hot 2-0 start had generated just several days
ago.
Sabres coach Lindy Ruff broke up his lines Saturday and ripped into his team- on the
Northtown Center ice, at one point barking, “Every freakin’ puck is going to go deep! No
more of this pond hockey (stuff)!”
The Sabres coughed up the puck, went offside and generally looked out of sync while
losing 6-3 on Thursday in Carolina and 3-1 on Friday at home.
“We played pond hockey there,” Ruff said after his team prepared for this afternoon’s
tilt against the Capitals in Washington. “The last two games hadn’t been real good
hockey. Let’s not kid ourselves.”
A one-line offense is only adding to the Sabres’ problems. The Cody Hodgson, Jason
Pominville and Thomas Vanek combination has accounted for nine of the team’s 11
goals. Tyler Myers and Steve Ott scored the other goals, way back on opening day last
Sunday.
“It’s not good enough. That’s plain and simple,” Ott said. “Who cares I got one goal? It’s
not good enough. We need the secondary scoring from our second, third and
occasionally (the fourth line). That’s what makes a strong group to play against. We’ll
find that. We’ll work our way into it.”
With only two assists through four games, the NHL’s hottest line late last season – Tyler
Ennis, Marcus Foligno and Drew Stafford – is finished for now.
Ennis centered Jochen Hecht and Patrick Kaleta. Marcus Foligno subbed for Vanek
(muscle strain) on the left wing with Hodgson and Pominville, although Ruff anticipates
Vanek will play. Vanek’s line will likely be the only trio Ruff keeps intact.
Ruff placed rookie Mikhail Grigorenko between Ott and Stafford. Matt Ellis, Nathan
Gerbe, Cody McCormick and John Scott also skated together.
Clearly, the Sabres need to showcase a more north-south style. The NHL’s been calling
more obstruction penalties early this season, meaning defenders can’t manhandle
opponents.

Simply dumping the puck in and zooming after it could be their most effective option
entering the offensive zone.
“We got to get rid of the pond hockey, (start) using the speed,” Stafford said. “It seems
like they’re making the penalties, more of the interference calls, the obstruction calls
where you’re driving a D-man wide. He can’t even get in front of you at all.”
Ott wants the Sabres to get more pucks on net and play tougher “in those hard areas you
earn goals.”
“I thought that was kind of the emphasis (Saturday), getting that pond hockey out of our
mentality,” he said.
The Ennis line never regained their mentality from late last season, when it appeared
the trio would stay intact for a long time.
Ennis immediately developed into a dominant center after switching from the wing.
Foligno compiled six goals and 13 points in 13 games following his March recall. Stafford
played like the 30-goal scorer from 2010-11.
The two power wingers meshed perfectly with their slick pivot.
“It’s tough,” Stafford said about the line’s demise. “It’s definitely frustrating, especially
with the way last year ended. … That’s something we wanted to carry over into the fall.
But then you have the lockout. It’s more of a delay. But we still wanted to see if we could
pick up where we left off. It hasn’t been there production-wise yet, which is obviously
frustrating.”
Ruff watched Foligno up close in Rochester during the NHL lockout. While the 21-yearold mostly played well with the Americans, some of the prospect’s bad AHL habits have
accompanied him to the big leagues.
“His game is built on power,” Ruff said about his pointless rookie. “It’s built on getting
your feet moving, and I think he’s kind of caught halfway where he wants to kind of pull
up and look for a little bit better play. With the pace in the NHL, there isn’t room for
that, and I saw a little of that in the American League.
“Just because something worked last year doesn’t mean people aren’t paying special
attention to you and realizing this kid or this line did a great job for this team. Some of
that’s been taken away.”
Foligno will likely skate somewhere else if Vanek plays.

Sabres’ Ruff regrets playing top prospect Grigorenko so little
By Bill Hoppe
Olean Times Herald
January 27, 2013
AMHERST – Lindy Ruff couldn’t hide his disgust Saturday morning inside the Northtown
Center.
The Buffalo Sabres coach sighed before acknowledging the obvious.
“It’s like burning a game,” Ruff said about skating 18-year-old rookie Mikhail Grigorenko a
career-low 6:48 in Friday’s 3-1 loss to Carolina.
The Russian center can play five times before the first-year of his entry level contract kicks in.
Each appearance is precious in the Sabres’ evaluation.
The Sabres wasted Grigorenko’s fourth game, playing him sparingly mostly beside tough guy
John Scott and Nathan Gerbe on the fourth line.
“I like where this kid is going,” Ruff said. “I like where his game has been. Even his early shifts I
thought were good shifts. They had the makings of doing something good.”
Grigorenko fed a pinching Andrej Sekera a perfect saucer pass early in the contest.
But with Ruff mostly matching up Jochen Hecht’s line against Hurricanes star Eric Staal,
Grigorenko played zero shifts in the third period and just two of his seven after the opening 20
minutes.
“Then I got to a point he hadn’t played for so long I didn’t think it was fair to throw him in a
tough situation,” Ruff said. “Your legs aren’t going. I burned up a game really is what I did.”
So what do the Sabres do now?
Grigorenko, who centered Steve Ott and Drew Stafford on Saturday, will hit his limit if he plays
this afternoon in Washington.
Ruff said if winger Thomas Vanek (muscle strain) can play, then Grigorenko could possibly sit.
Even watching games and practicing with the Sabres is probably a better option than returning
the first-round pick to the QMJHL’s Quebec Remparts.
The Sabres host Toronto on Tuesday.
Grigorenko has zero points and is a minus-1. He played 11 to 13 minutes in his first three
appearances.
“He’s handling it really well for 18 years old,” Ott said. “I can only imagine the feeling and the
mindset he’s going through.”

Vanek Sits Out Practice, Ruff talks Grigorenko
By Paul Hamilton
WGR 550
January 26, 2013
The Buffalo Sabres were back on the ice for practice following Friday night’s 3-1 loss to
the Carolina Hurricanes. After the loss, the Sabres are now 2-2 on the season. They next
face the Washington Capitals at 3 p.m. on Sunday.
Practice Notes:
-Mikhail Grigorenko only played 6:48 against Carolina on Friday night. Ruff regretted
letting the rookie jump off the bench
“I got to a point where he hadn’t played for so long and I didn’t think that it was fair to
throw him in a tough situation,” Ruff said. “I burnt up a game is what I did.”
Ruff said it is possible that Grigorenko will sit against Washington. However, the Sabres’
coach said he has liked the rookie’s game.
“I like where this kid is going,” he said. “I like where his game has been. Even his early
shifts were good shifts. They had the making of doing something good.”
-Thomas Vanek sat out practice for a maintenance day. There's a good chance he'll be in
the lineup against the Caps
-With Vanek sitting out, the lines were as follows:
Ott-Grigorenko-Stafford
Foligno-Hodgson-Pominville
Hecht-Ennis-Kaleta
Scott-Ellis-Gerbe
-Lindy Ruff talked after practice about some of the sloppy play in the last two games:
“We played pond hockey there,” Ruff said. “It wasn’t real good hockey. Let’s not kid
ourselves, turnovers and turnovers my some of our key personnel even the short-handed
goal was a careless turnover and we had a 3-on-0 against us and needed a couple big
saves. We can’t play like that.”
-Marcus Foligno is off to a slow start after scoring 13 points in 14 games last season.
“I think he’s been caught half way,” Ruff said. “He wants to pull up and look for a better
play. With the pace in the NHL game there isn’t room for that, and I saw a little bit of
that in the American League. Just because something worked last year, doesn’t mean
they people aren’t paying special attention to you.”

-Tyler Ennis only has one point in four games. He talked about not getting on the
scoreboard right away:
“I’m happy with my work ethic,” he said. “I created some chances yesterday and I feel
like I’m playing well, I just can’t score. I know that it’s going to come. Last year it came
at different times, it’s just has to happen and it will start with hard work.”
Ennis also talked about his early struggles in the faceoff circle:
"I'm going to continue to work at it," he said. "Maybe another big guy on my line, we
could be mutual at it and cheat on draws and have them take some. I have to improve at
it."
The Sabres face the Capitals at 3 p.m. on Sunday. Coverage on WGR begins at Noon.

Capitals host Sabres still seeking first win
By Cory Masisak
NHL.com
January 26, 2013
SABRES (2-2-0) at CAPITALS (0-3-1)
TV: NHLN-US, MSG, CSN-DC
Season series: This is the first meeting of the season. Buffalo won three of the four
meetings last season, including a pair of 5-1 victories.
Big story: Washington is the only team in the Eastern Conference left without a victory,
and new coach Adam Oates needs his stars to get untracked against the Sabres, who
have lost two straight.
Team Scope:
Sabres: Buffalo was off to a hot start with back-to-back wins against Philadelphia and
Toronto, but the Sabres dropped both ends of a home-and-home with the Carolina
Hurricanes to slip back to .500. Goaltending was an issue in Raleigh, N.C., where
backup Jhonas Enroth was touched up for five goals on 37 shots. The offense was off to
a great start, but Carolina's backup Dan Ellis shutdown the Sabres on Thursday night at
First Niagara Center.
The top line of Thomas Vanek, Cody Hodgson and Jason Pominville has been a
smashing success to this point. Each has three goals, and the trio has combined for 20
points. The rest of the team only has two goals, but Ryan Miller boasts a .952 save
percentage and 1.67 goals-against average in his two starts.
Rookie Mikhail Grigorenko is pointless through four games, and could be in danger of
being sent back to his junior team in the Quebec Major Junior Hockey League after this
contest because playing in a sixth game would burn a year off his entry-level contract.
Capitals: Mike Green scored a goal to help Washington steal a point against New Jersey
on Thursday night, but Alex Ovechkin and Nicklas Backstrom have combined for no
goals and three assists to this point. With Brooks Laich out because of an injury, depth
up front is an issue and the offense has struggled.
Killing penalties has also been a problem -- the Capitals have yielded eight extra-man
goals in four contests. Perhaps the best way to put Washington's season-starting scuffle
in perspective is this stat -- the Capitals have played 125 minutes of hockey and held a
lead for less than three.
Who's hot: Vanek and Pominville have at least one point in each of Buffalo's four games.
Michal Neuvirth easily provided Washington's best goaltending performance of the
young season when he stopped 32 of 35 shots against the Devils. He is expected to start

for the third straight game after Braden Holtby was in net for the first two contests of
the campaign.
Injury report: Ville Leino (hip) Cody McCormick (finger) are out for the Sabres, Vanek
(lower body) missed practice Friday and is questionable. Laich (groin) and Jack Hillen
(upper body) are out for the Capitals.

Saturday Update
By Kevin Snow
Sabres.com
January 26, 2013
WASHINGTON, DC – Coming off back-to-back losses to the Carolina Hurricanes, head
coach Lindy Ruff followed through on his promise to shake up the forward lines at
Saturday’s practice. The Sabres skated at the Northtown Center on Saturday morning
before jetting off to the nation’s capital for a Sunday afternoon tilt with the Washington
Capitals.
Thomas Vanek was the only player not in attendance, as he was given a maintenance
day to rest the muscle strain that forced him to miss part of the second period in
Friday’s 3-1 loss. Ruff said he expects Vanek to be in the lineup on Sunday.
In Vanek’s absence, Marcus Foligno took his spot on the left side of the first line
alongside Cody Hodgson and Jason Pominville.
The most drastic changes came on the second and third lines. Drew Stafford remained
on the right wing, but he was now joined by rookie Mikhail Grigorenko at center and
Steve Ott on left wing. Tyler Ennis dropped back to center the third line with Jochen
Hecht (left wing) and Patrick Kaleta (right wing). The fourth line consisted of John
Scott-Matt Ellis-Nathan Gerbe.
Washington comes into Sunday’s game with a record of 0-3-1, putting them last in the
Southeast Division with just a single point. They started the season with three
consecutive regulation losses before dropping a 3-2 OT decision to the New Jersey
Devils on Friday. The Capitals have been outscored 17-8 in the four games.
Mike Ribeiro leads Washington with four points (1+3) in four games, while Alexander
Ovechkin has collected just one point – an assist – this season.

Capitals vs. Sabres: Preview and news and notes
By Stephen Whyno
Washington Times
January 27, 2013
Michal Neuvirth will start for in goal the Washington Capitals on Sunday afternoon
against the Buffalo Sabres. Coach Adam Oates confirmed Saturday that Neuvirth will
make his third straight start.
It would have been stunning had Braden Holtby gotten the nod, given Neuvirth's
brilliant performance in Friday night's overtime loss at the New Jersey Devils. Neuvirth
played both sides of the back-to-backs.
"Actually I felt pretty good," Neuvirth said. "I didn't have a lot of work [Thursday against
the Montreal Canadiens] in the third period. I didn't skate [Friday] morning and I feel
good the whole game."
***
John Carlson could again play with John Erskine as the 22-year-old defenseman tries to
shake out of a rough stretch. Carlson has been on the ice for the past seven goals against
and 12 of 17 that the Caps have allowed.
"He plays a lot of minutes so he’s going to have more goals against," Oates explained.
"He plays a lot of vulnerable minutes in terms of PK, etc. and that happens. That
number doesn’t bother me at all."
Assistant coach Calle Johansson said last week that Carlson perhaps lacked "focus"
because his talent made so much of the game come so easy.
"Maybe it’s a little fatigue sometimes," Oates said. "Maybe it’s just a little bit of the
system, a little bit of responsibilities that we ask versus last year. All in all I think he’s
playing very great hockey for us."
***
It remains to be seen whether defenseman Tom Poti will be back in the lineup against
the Sabres. Poti played in each of the first three games after a remarkable comeback
from a groin injury and fractured pelvis.
Poti sat out Friday night's game at the Devils, but the 35-year-old said nothing was
wrong.
"I'm doing OK," Poti said. "Had a little talk with the guys [Friday] and a little bit of a lot
of games in a lot of nights and a little bit of that, a little bit of timing stuff. Nothing too
crazy."
***

Oates didn't have much of an update Saturday on forward Brooks Laich, who's on the
non-roster list with a groin injury.
“He’s here. Just still going through the process of we don’t want to rush him, we don’t
want to set him back," Oates said. "He took a day off but he has been skating, very
lightly, very gingerly."
There is no timetable for Laich to return to practice, let alone game action.

Caps aim for first win
By Mike Vogel
Washingtoncaps.com
January 26, 2013
Jan. 27 vs. Buffalo Sabres at Verizon Center
Time: 3:00 pm
TV: Comcast Sports Network
Radio: 106.7 The Fan and Caps Radio Network
Pre-Game: Two-Man Advantage at 1 p.m. and John Walton’s one-one-one audio with
Adam Oates at 1 p.m., both on washingtoncaps.com
Buffalo Sabres (2-2)
Washington Capitals (0-3-1)
Washington hosts the Buffalo Sabres in a Sunday matinee contest. The game is the first
of three against the Sabres in 2012-13 and the first of two Buffalo visits to the District.
Four games into the season, the Capitals are still without a win. This is the first time
since 1993-94 that Washington has gone four games into a campaign without collecting
a victory; the Caps opened the 1993-94 season with six straight setbacks (0-6).
Although they wound up on the short end of a 3-2 overtime decision against the Devils
in New Jersey in their most recent outing, the Caps believe there were several positives
they can take from that tilt and build upon in the days and weeks ahead.
“I thought during the [New Jersey] game when we were down by two we still felt good
about our chances,” says Caps right wing Joel Ward. “We still felt good. We had chances.
I think as long as we stay with the program and our system we’ll be all right. I think
that’s what we showed them. I think if we just stick to the game plan, it’s the main thing
for us and not get too excited or dwell on a goal [against]. Things happen. I think we’ll
give ourselves a good chance and that’s what we did [Friday].”
Washington has held a lead for just 2 minutes and 32 seconds of the 244 minutes and 39
seconds of hockey they’ve played this season, and the Caps have scored the game’s first
goal just once. Despite trailing the Devils 2-0 after two periods on Friday, they stuck to
their system and were rewarded with a point.
“We’ve had parts of the game in every game that we’ve played good,” notes Washington
defenseman John Carlson. “This last one we had a full game where we didn’t have too
many breakdowns. It was mostly the little things that caught up to us, so we can build
on that for sure.”

The Capitals’ two longest-tenured defensemen with the team each logged some
significant minutes in Friday’s game against the Devils.
The Caps drafted Mike Green in 2004 and he made his NHL debut on his 20th birthday
in 2005. Bothered by injuries for most of the last two years, Green skated more than 30
minutes (31:10) in Friday’s game, assisting on the Caps’ first goal and scoring the gametying tally late in the third. It marked the first time Green had played more than 30
minutes in a regular-season NHL contests since Dec. 23, 2010.
“It felt good to be honest,” says Green. “I didn’t feel tired or anything. I felt good. I think
it has taken a couple of games to get your oxygen going and your legs going. But it felt
good.”
Green has averaged 27:51 per game this season, second only to the Kings’ Drew Doughty
(29:42) among all NHL defensemen.
John Erskine joined the Caps a year after Green, signing a free agent deal with the Caps
on Sept. 14, 2006. A healthy scratch in each of the first three games of the season,
Erskine got into the lineup on Friday against the Devils and logged 17:30, the most ice
he had earned in an NHL game since Nov. 15, 2011.
“It felt good,” says Erskine, “especially getting out there pretty much on a regular shift.
It’s been a while but it felt good just to get out there and play some hockey. It brought
the fun back into hockey.”
Caps goalie Michal Neuvirth was sublime in Friday’s game against the Devils. He
stopped 32 of the 35 shots he faced, and was solely responsible for keeping the Caps
close until the Washington offense could get going.
Neuvirth has five career appearances (four starts) against Buffalo. He is 3-1 agianst the
Sabres with a 3.34 GAA and an .895 save pct.
Buffalo started the season with wins over Philadelphia and Toronto, but was humbled in
a home-and-home set with the Carolina Hurricanes on Thursday and Friday. The Sabres
will be seeking to avoid a three-game losing streak.
The Sabres lost 6-3 to the Hurricanes in Carolina and 3-1 on home ice. Jhonas Enroth
got his first start of the season in the game in Raleigh; Ryan Miller has started each of
the other three contests.
Expect Miller to get the nod against the Capitals on Sunday. In 23 career starts against
the Capitals, Miller is 13-9 with a 2.45 GAA and a .919 save pct. In 11 career starts at
Verizon Center, Miller is 6-4 with a 2.88 GAA and a .908 save pct.
There seems to have been a good deal of offense – at least in the form of shots taken by
both sides – in Buffalo’s first four games this season. The Sabres rank fifth in the league

with an average of 33.8 shots on goal per contest. Buffalo has surrendered an average of
36 shots on goal over their first four games; they rank 26th in the league in that
department. Opponents are averaging 58 shots attempted per game against the Sabres.
Part of Buffalo’s possession issues could stem from it being the worst face-off team in
the league thus far. The Sabres have won just 40.6 percent of their draws on the young
season, by far the worst rate in the league.
Sabres coach Lindy Ruff indicated that he could juggle his forward lines for Sunday’s
game. One line that’s likely to stay intact is the top trio of Thomas Vanek and Jason
Pominville flanking Cody Hodgson. Each of those three skaters has three goals on the
young season; the line has accounted for nine of Buffalo’s total of 11 goals in the four
games.
Vanek has six assists in addition to his three goals; he ranks among the league’s top
scorers. Vanek has 10 goals and 20 points in 27 career games against the Capitals.
Pominville scored his first NHL goal against the Caps in a Sunday matinee game at
Verizon Center back in 2005. He has nine goals and 18 points in 27 career contests
against the Caps.
Buffalo scored three power-play goals in its season opener, but the Sabres are 1-for-13
with
the
man
advantage
in
their
last
three
games.

